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From Mr. an Mrs. J.P Hewer    EN020016.................................... registration identification number is
10031893                                                                                                           
                                                                            To the

Examining Inspector                                                                   The Planning Inspectorate, Mr. M Broderick. an FAO Mrs.
Catherine King,             3/18 Eagle Wing Temple Quay House 2 The Square Bristol BS1
6PN.                                                                                          Dear Inspector   Mr. M
Broderick ,                                                                                                                                                                             We have deep
concerns on the way this inquiry has been conducted, firstly with regards to yourself we are concerned about conflicts
of interest ,having had a quick look on your details on Linkedin it seems to us your passed an present directorships of
various companies in renewables an energy sector may be of grave  cause for concern with a regard to a conflict of
interest  while it seems you have full expertise on the issues of large scale infrastructure projects please do not take
this personnel as I do not know your nor have I meet you, however as a member of the public I an shocked an sickened
to see the level of bad an corrupt practice  with regards to politicians both at the national level an local level seek to
gain financial advantage from the project as a whole.                                                                        Here at the local level we
have councilors having secret an confidential contracts with the main developers on land that RWE would use in the
development for this wind farm at brechfa ,but on four occasions not declaring there interest at council meetings when
this issue is discussed is a situation local people find disgusting, even after a local inquiry resulted in 6 month 
suspension from sitting on the council when councilors make large amounts of money from secret agreements with the
main developer RWE that are never declared at council
meetings.                                                                                                                                                                                                     
               At the national level we have lobbying my certain members of parliament some of whom sit on influential
committees like energy,we all know there names  an you I am sure are well aware of Tim Yeo.        

Ex-MP Tim Yeo gave 'untruthful' evidence in High Court libel action, says judge

Mr. Justice Warby describes part of Mr. Yeo's evidence against the Sunday Times as "unreliable" and "untruthful" Tim
Yeo was chairman of the Commons Energy and Climate Change
Committee                                                                                                 

A High Court judge has accused a former minister of providing "unreliable and untruthful" evidence, as he dismissed
the ex-MP's libel claim against a newspaper.

Mr. Justice Warby likened part of Tim Yeo's evidence in his case against the Sunday Times as a "fish wriggl[ing] on a
hook", describing his "twists and turns in the attempts to escape the obvious".

Mr. Yeo's libel claim over accusations that he used his Parliamentary position to help further his business interests
was dismissed by the judge on Wednesday.

Mr. Yeo, who was the Conservative MP for South Suffolk between 1983 and 2015, sued the Sunday Times over three
articles from 2013. The paper claimed that the then chairman of the Commons energy committee had offered to act as a
paid parliamentary advocate who would push for new laws to benefit the business of a client for a daily fee of £7,000
and approach ministers, civil servants and other MPs to promote a client's private agenda in return for cash.

Mr. Yeo had said that the "cash for advocacy" claim trashed his reputation.

However Mr. Justice Warby said that the newspaper's reporting was "substantially true".

He described one part of Mr. Yeo's evidence as "unworthy of belief". His evidence on this issue was in my judgment
unreliable and untruthful.

Mr. Justice Warby Mr. Yeo met undercover reporters in May 2013, but claimed that he had not offered to act as a paid
advocate for their fictitious clients because he was not aware they were discussing a potential job with him. However
the judge said the nature of the meeting was known to Mr. Yeo, leading him to email the reporters to decline their
potential offer on May 22 2013, following the meeting. The judge said: "When a fish wriggles on a hook, it goes deeper
into the mouth and guarantees that the fish will not escape.

"So with Mr. Yeo's evidence on this issue. His twists and turns in the attempts to escape the obvious served to
emphasise the problem that the 22 May email presented for him.

"The problem is, of course, that his own contemporaneous account of his state of mind during the meeting tends to
support TNL's case and undermine his own. His evidence on this issue was in my judgment unreliable and untruthful."

"The truth is that Mr. Yeo did appreciate during the meeting that CGG [the fictitious company] were looking for lobbying
services. That is why he said so in his email of 22 May. He knew throughout that the provision of such services was
prohibited by the Code.

"That is why he said in his email of 22 May that lobbying was 'incompatible' with his position. He did not object during
the meeting to being asked if he would provide such services, because that was something he was prepared to do."

Having examined transcripts of Mr. Yeo's meeting with undercover reporters and email exchanges with the MP, the
judge said: "The evidence satisfied me that at the meeting Mr. Yeo expressed a willingness, and was in fact prepared,
to act as a Parliamentary advocate who would push for new laws to benefit the business of CCG's client, and approach
ministers and civil servants to benefit that business." Mr. Yeo expressed a willingness, and was in fact prepared, to act
as a Parliamentary advocate ... and approach ministers and civil servants ...



Mr. Justice Warby The judge said that he found some of Mr. Yeo's evidence "utterly implausible" and, overall, he did
not present "convincingly".

In the witness box, he resorted on occasion to answers involving bluster and made deliberate use of a "hot-tempered
counter-attack as a diversionary tactic". The judge said he was unable to accept Mr. Yeo's evidence that he had
forgotten a reference in an email to a "generous remuneration package".

He said: "In my judgment this evidence was untrue. I am not persuaded that it was honest either."

The Sunday Times said Mr. Yeo had agreed to pay Times Newspapers £411,000 in legal fees.

Martin Ivens, editor of The Sunday Times, said: "This is a victory for investigative journalism. It vindicates the role of
the press in exposing the clandestine advocacy by MPs for undisclosed interests."

The judge’s verdict will raise questions not only about the former MP’s conduct, but also the judgment of the
parliamentary Commissioner for Standards, Kathryn Hudson, who cleared Mr. Yeo of breaching the rules on lobbying
ministers for financial reward and of bringing the Commons into disrepute.

Mrs Hudson had concluded that Mr. Yeo did not have "an expectation of financial interest" at the time of the
conversation with undercover reporters, after she was told by the then MP that he did not see the meeting as a
"possible recruitment discussion".

She said that she did "not accept" his version of events based on the emails he exchanged with the reporters and the
transcript of the meeting, although passed no further comment on the discrepancy between his description and the
evidence.

However she ruled that Mr. Yeo did not have "an expectation of financial interest" because he had not yet committed
himself to a job with the fictitious company. There was also, she concluded in her November 2013 report, no evidence
that the then MP had offered to approach ministers or civil servants at all.

This was despite Mr. Yeo saying: "I’ve got a very close relationship with really all the key players in the UK in
government ... amongst a lot of the businesses, with the NGOs. So I can help you sort of work out really how you are
going to roll this out here. I can certainly provide introductions"

At the meeting with undercover reporters in May 2013, Mr. Yeo was asked: "So but you wouldn't be able to publicly
advocate - would you be able to advocate behind the scenes?"

He replied: "Oh, of course. What I say to people in private is another matter altogether."

Mr. Justice Warby said in his judgment that he had "not read" Mrs Hudson’s conclusions and the standards committee
report and that "nothing I say here should be taken as in any way passing judgment on any such parliamentary
proceedings."

A spokesman for Mrs Hudson declined to comment, saying the commissioner would not discuss individual
cases.                                        As the inspector of this grid connection which is part of the Brechfa forest Wind Farm we
would like to know what confidential deals done on lobbying between these MPs an RWE , also how many politicians
have interests in renewable energy companies, an how far have they gone in manipulating these applications.

  Our concerns  have never been answered by politicians either at Cardiff or Westminster who have gone out of there
way to ignore us,when this issue started I visited an AMs office in Carmarthen an was told the area brechfa forest wind
farm was to be sited in was covered by welsh government policy that it was an unchangeable this policy was called
Tan 8 ,I was handed a very technical booklet about Tan8 which I could not understand for the life of me nor could they
explain it in this welsh labour office in Carmarthen to me saying I would need to get technical an legal assistance on
this matter,later on I was told that brechfa forest wind farm was the concern of the government in London as that's
were the decisions were made .no one is answerable  here for the effects Tan8 have on local people an the damage it
has done to local peoples human rights an well being                                                                                                               Many
local people living in my area have spent large amounts of money to challenge this German wind farm company RWE
an other foreign wind farm companies in the area all there hard earned money has been lost on lawyers an QCs in effect
local people an the concerns have been walked over by these foreign companies who have access to large armies of
lawyers an QCs an use political
influence .                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
As neither the government in Cardiff will see us or talk with us nor will the government in London its the Planning
Inspectorate in Bristol are the only ones that we can inform of our concerns to an you me as the inspector for the grid
an the wind farm was a Mr. Masey who ignored our concerns as regards health an the wind farm at brechfa west, now it
seems that you as the inspector for the grid connection too want to ignore our concerns for our health for this we must
hold you accountable for.                                                                           attended the meeting on the 30 th of November.
                                                                                                                                                With regards to your inquiry an the open
floor meetings, I   attended the meeting on the 30 th of November  an open floor meeting an when I was allowed my 5
mins I wanted to speak on health issues an the how this project as a whole would result in houses being unsalable an
the visual effect of the pylons would have in the area  lowering property prices but I was soon cut shot during what I
had to say my you Mr. M Broderick  ,what I also wanted to say that when I attended a presentation by WPD on the grid
connection the hall at Alltwalis

 

was packed out ONE OF MY NEIGBOURS ASKED ALL PRESENT FOR A SHOW OF HANDS FOR ALL THOSE THAT
WANTED THE GRID UNDERGROUND THE FULL LENGTH OF THE GRID CONNECTION ALL HANDS WENT UP, NO ONE
PUT THERE HAND UP FOR THE GRID CONNECTION TO BE OVERLAND, you cut me short to say health issues were not
to be discussed or taken into account as these were dealt with during the planning inspectorates inquiry into brechfa
west wind farm well they were not dealt with we were ignored by the inspector Mr. Masey  as we have been ignored my
both the welsh government an the UK government,indeed the welsh minister has written to my AM saying they have no
intention in carrying out an independent health review into the effects on health of people living near wind farms    
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    .  From Mr. an Mrs. J.P Hewer    EN020016.................................... registration identification number is 10031893                                                                                                           
                                                                            To the

Examining Inspector                                                                   The Planning Inspectorate, Mr. M Broderick. an FAO Mrs. Catherine King,             3/18 Eagle Wing Temple Quay House 2 The Square Bristol BS1
6PN.                                                                                          Dear Inspector   Mr. M Broderick ,                                                                                                                                                                                                         A recent report
in 2015 from the state of Victoria in Australia were a proper scientific study was done on the effects of large wind farms  was damming an Australian acousticians  have called for a full
study into the health issues  caused by wind farms in which the                                                          Australian  government is fully committed to this review  before any further
developments  take place , four independent acoustics consulting  companies have called for further government action on this health
issue.                                                                                                                                                             Irelands chief medical officer Dr C  Bonner said people are at risk an symptoms are the
same worldwide  headaches , irritability,difficultly concentrating ,fatigue anxiety,sleep loss an disturbance,the damage to health is both physical an
psychological.                                                                                                                                                                                                               Denmark's leading academic acoustician Dr Moller
on noise research has called the current noise measurements  in Denmark  junk science as he says there is far to much influence by wind farm
companies.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 In Ontario Canada the chief medical officer Dr Hazel Lynn as found the same damage to health caused by wind farms the link between wind farms an ill health  an sleep loss  all these
studies  mention physical damage such as blood pressure  damage  an damage to hearing  she further said  wind farms denying this was like the tobacco companies denying the link
with cigarettes an cancer.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Here in
the UK  many doctors an many medical professional associations such as the Royal  Society have also stated there concerns on wind farms.                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                           With regards to other issues   there are concerns that  ETSU an
wind farms  in general  do not  conform to the world health guidelines  an are in breach of these guidelines, the UNs committee on torture  says torture  by ignoring  prolonged sleep
deprivation is a form of torture an public officials are at risk of criminal charges we ask you to bare this in mind that a response to local people by the development manger of RWE
when asked about sleep deprivation  due to wind turbine noise  was to tell the older resident that already lives near a wind farm  was your have to get use to noise  other residents in my
area were told to take sleeping tablets , you ay now understand the anger here an also being ignored by the welsh
government .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       THERE HAS BEEN NO IMPUT
FROM HEALTH PROFESSIONLS INTO THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF WIND FARMS ON US , THE ONLY RESPONSE WAS FROM THE INSITUTE OF ASCUSTICS WHO HAVE NO MEDICAL
QUALIFICATINS AN ONLY RESONSE SEEMS TO BE ON WIND FARM NOISE FIVE NIGHTS UNINTERRUPTED SLEEP OUT OF 7 NIGHTS  IS GOOD FOR PEOPLE LIVING NEAR WIND
FARMS.    Measurements carried out by the   INSITUTE OF ASCUSTICS under ETSU AN TAN8  are hopelessly out of date by 20 yrs the size an number of wind turbines are so large an
industrial   development  as planned by EWE  will destroy peoples lives an property values of those  that live near these wind massive
farms    .                                                                                                                               As regards the so called planning process this took no regard to the noise from a medical view
point.                                                                                                   An the so called community benefits register is an insult its using money to bribe the rest of Wales while those effected
living near wind farms suffer a slow death fro the health effects of this wind farm its a crime to torture people by not allowing them to sleep at night due to
noise .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  There are many mores
studies into the health issues an wind farms such as the wind turbines effects on human health by Washington university and  the studies on the potential  danger of shadow flicker on
residents living near wind turbines,                                                                                                                             A recent report by the Royal Society has warned of damage to hearing the
study was carried out by scientists  at the University of Munich exposing the danger of  low frequency noise  emitted  by wind turbines lack of space dos not allow me to go into the full
details.                                                                                          An lastly the covering for wind turbine blades has been found to be of a chemical that causes cancer    BisphenolA  an in
addition, readings of the chemical trihalomethane (THM), linked to various cancers, still births and miscarriages, were way beyond safe limits these have been found I am far more
concerned about the presence of THMs in the public supply. I hope you can now see our worries an concerns if this grid connection an the  wind farm at brechfa west by RWE is
built.                

As you can see from what I have sent to you this grid connection an wind farm is a can of worms an ask you to do the decent thing an reject this
application                                        Regards                                 Mr. J P an Mrs. L HEWER                     
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 From Mr. an Mrs. J.P Hewer    EN020016.................................... registration identification number is
10031893                                  To the

Examining Inspector ,         The Planning Inspectorate, Mr. M Broderick. an FAO Mrs. Catherine King,             3/18 Eagle
Wing Temple Quay House 2 The Square Bristol BS1
6PN.                                                                                                                                                                    Dear Inspector   Mr. M
Broderick , A few last words before you close an that is to remind you with respect now you are aware of our situation of
all those people that will be living so near to this wind farm an grid connection , you cannot ignore the very serious
health issues this connection leads to or you will be an accessory to the facts in torture,

Wind farm victims are being experimented upon without their informed consent, which is against the provisions of the
Nuremberg code. maybe you may have read john Mc Guffins book the Guinea pigs, however you must be aware of the
damage done to peoples health living near wind farms this you cannot ignore in spite of the fact that so much money can
be made out of onshore wind farms even when no energy is being produced an any energy that is produced a large
percentage is lost in transit .                                                                 

Professor Alun Evans, from the Centre of Public Health at Queen’s University Belfast, is a leader into the research of
‘wind turbine syndrome’ – symptoms include sleep deprivation, anxiety, nausea and physical conditions such as vertigo.
Last year he co-authored an editorial in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) arguing that “a large body of evidence now
exists to suggest that wind turbines disturb sleep and impair health at distances and external noise levels that are
permitted in most jurisdictions”.

Although the wind industry have described the condition as ‘mythical’, the sheer numbers of people around the world
that are complaining about the effects of living near wind turbines is simply too overwhelming to constitute a
myth.                                                                                 Sleep deprivation has long been recognized as torture by the Geneva
Conventions of 1949, the United Nations Convention against Torture (CAT), and the United States War Crimes Act.
Depriving someone of proper sleep is torture, regardless of whether it is perpetrated by the CIA against suspected
terrorists, OR by reckless planning authorities who permit the wind industry to site industrial-scale wind turbines in
residential neighborhoods, or by noise pollution regulatory authorities and health authorities who ignore consistent
reports of sleep deprivation from neighboring residents. When authorities deem developments “compliant” with
regulations, or wind developers effect specious mitigations; they are inflicting
torture.                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
I know what your thinking its nothing to do with me but it
is.                                                                                                                               

Wind Turbine Noise Described As Torture June 2015

People approve the torture of their neighbors with the ill effects of wind turbines because public officials and the media
say its OK.“Stop the permitting and installation of industrial wind turbines until further studies are done, solutions are
found, and the State’s wind siting rule (PSC 128) is modified to implement standards that address ultra-low-frequency
sound and infrasound from wind turbines that will protect the health and safety of residents”.                           thats
it                                                                                                                Regards                                 Mr. J P an Mrs. L
HEWER____                    
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Dear  Mr. M Broderick. We hope you will come to the right decision an reject
the brechfa forest grid connection on health grounds           registration
identification number is 10031893        regards jp
Hewer                        
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